The Content Publisher brings working with content to a new level. As an editor you can see all changes at a glance and publish them. Major revisions can be prepared and approved properly. Related content and files are reliably transferred as well. You can also publish selected page trees to the live server.

**Easy to Use**
- ✓ Intuitive interface
- ✓ No changes of known editing functionality
- ✓ Flexible workflow

**New Possibilities**
- ✓ Preview
- ✓ Scheduled publishing
- ✓ Send messages within the workflow
- ✓ Automatic notification by email

Editing pages can be structured into a multi-step workflow. By this editing, reviewing, and publishing can also be separated into distinct roles. The modern user interface facilitates intuitive handling without excessive training.
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Technical Details

The content publisher requires two TYPO3 servers: A staging and a live server. The authors do their editing on the stage server. They also have a backend module to manage pages and files and their publishing status. This means that backend access to the live server is not required anymore. The data transfer between the two servers is secured by SSH tunnels and happens only from the stage towards the live server.

Data from the live server is only transferred upon explicit request from the stage server. This also means that the stage server can be placed inside the private company network while the live server is accessible throughout the Internet. The same TYPO3 extension is installed on both servers. So both servers only differ in configuration. This brings the big advantage that an existing deployment can be used for both systems in one go.

Easy Setup

✓ Works out of the box with minimum configuration.
✓ Existing extensions are widely supported.
✓ Easy to integrate into existing TYPO3 sites

Secure

✓ Data transferred via SSH
✓ Files transferred via SFTP
✓ No backend login required on live server

Technical Requirements

- Unix-like OS
- Apache >= 2.2
- PHP >= 5.4
- PHP extension libssh2
- MySQL >= 5.6
- TYPO3 >= 6.2
- SSH2
- configurable firewall with port forwarding

Prices And Services

After a one-time enabling fee only a monthly maintenance fee applies. This gives you access to the most recent version with security updates, bug fixes and also new features.

Questions about the Content Publisher?

Interested in a demo account? Just give me a call!

Andreas Fiesser
Phone: +49 8031 887 39 83
Or send an email to andreas.fiesser@in2code.de

Find screenshots, videos and more at contentpublisher.in2code.de